“Classes” Cheat Sheet – for SD Mines Ektron Publishers

**center** – to center text

**marginTop0** – to remove space above a paragraph or other element

**marginBottom0** – to remove space below a paragraph or other element

**textGoldOnLight** – creates the gold color used for h2 headings

Headings should be Heading 2 size with a class of “textGoldOnLight” applied. Subheadings are Heading 3 (not gold). The image right shows an example of H2 header text made gold by adding the class “textGoldOnLight.”

**textGreen** – to differentiate text by color. (green is our standard for highlighted information)

**Images**

**floatLeft** or **floatRight** – to align an image left or right; text will wrap to the other side.

**imgRightPadding** or **imgLeftPadding** – to add space around your right or left aligned image. (Use imgRightPadding with floatRight; imgLeftPadding with floatLeft.)

**img-responsive** – to make a large image resize in various screens and devices. Most images will need this class added to them

Responsive Embed

You can use the website embedresponsively.com to prepare code to responsively embed media. It will return code with style references. Those styles are set up as a class called “embed-container” in our stylesheets, so a sample of the code needed would look like this: `<div class="embed-container"><iframe src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/QILiHiTD3uc" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen="true"></iframe></div>

**Tables**

**table** – used to create table formatting used on the website (rows are underline).

Use two classes: **table table-bordered** to have cells outlined instead. **table-striped** adds shading to alternate rows, **table-hover** highlights the row on mouseover. Add classes with a space between names.

Example: **table table-bordered table-striped table-hover** can all be used together on the same table.

**Multiple classes** can be added to the same element with a single space between them: example: **floatLeft imgRightPadding**

**marginTop0**

**Case matters** – if a class has upper and lower case letters, it must be typed that way to work

**Videos**

Make video (and other features) responsive by using the tools at [www.embedresponsively.com](http://www.embedresponsively.com). It will give you code like this to embed a video:

```
<iframe src='http://www.youtube.com/embed/QILiHiTD3uc' frameborder='0' allowfullscreen></iframe>
```

The styling is now set up as a class in our stylesheets – so you just need to add this to make your video responsive on the webpage (display full-size or within a bootstrap container):

```
<iframe src='http://www.youtube.com/embed/QILiHiTD3uc' frameborder='0' allowfullscreen></iframe>
```

(If Ektron should fuss about the allowfullscreen attribute, change it to allowfullscreen="true" – and that should make it happier.)